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SUMMER RESEARCH GRANT
The relationship between two dimensional
and three dimensional art

Erin Wheary
Monday, September 24, 2012

INTRODUCTION
• Looking

at the work of contemporary artists, I see artists
working with multiple mediums and creating both two
dimensional and three dimensional work.

• As

a printmaker and sculptor, I continually find myself sliding
between mediums and experimenting interchangeably with
two dimensional and three dimensional ways of working.
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PURPOSE

• My

purpose in this research was to find a way to create a
relationship between the two dimensional (prints) and three
dimensional (sculpture) art that I create.
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FIRST PROJECT:
PRINT TO SCULPTURE
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“Color #1”
Screen print
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“Color #2”
Screen print
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“Color #3”
Screen print
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“Color #4”
Screen print
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• This

set of four screen prints were printed using a
technique called split fountain. This technique
involves spreading ink on the screen and then
pulling the colors through with a squeegee so that
the colors mix together.

• Because

the colors are encouraged to mix
together, every print is different and unique.

•I

was intrigued by the way that the colors mixed
and the way they laid on the paper.
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• Translating

my interest in the colors and the way
they mix when I use the split fountain technique to
a three dimensional form was difficult.

•I

decided increase the scale of the piece by creating
multiple prints which I pieces together.

• Additionally, I

decided to incorporated light which
made the prints (which were printed on plastic)
glow and drew further emphasis to the pure colors
and the way they mixed.
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“Color Study”
Screen printed mylar
and wood frame
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SECOND PROJECT:
SCULPTURE TO PRINT
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• For

this piece, I wanted to bend wood into smooth
arches.

•I

used a technique called bent lamination where I
ripped pieces of wood into thin strips with a band
saw. Then I glue the strips of wood back together,
and bend them around a form.
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• When

I took the pieces out of the form, I was
drawn to the bone-like curves.

•I

sanded and shaped the wood to accentuate the
bone-like forms and bring out the grain of the
wood.

• Finally, I

hung the pieces up in a symmetrical
manner that alluded to a rib cage.
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“Bones”
Bent wood
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“Bones”
detail
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• When

I thought about converting this sculpture
into a print, I considered making a print that
depicted the form that I created with the curved
pieces.

• However, because

this piece was process driven I
decided to highlight that process in the print.
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• Again, I

began with the split fountain technique to
create a base color.

• Then

I drizzled ink onto the screen with a spatula in
the same way that I poured glue onto the wood
strips.
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“Drawing with Glue”
Screen Print
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THIRD PROJECT:
PRINT TO SCULPTURE
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• After

working through the relationship (print to
sculpture and vise versa), I began again. For the
third work, I started with printmaking.

•I

wanted to develop the technique (split fountain) I
used in the first pints further.

•I

decided to print a layer of transparent black over
the prints.

• The

added border as well as the transparent black
masking the bright colors added depth to the work.
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“Masked #1”
Screen print
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“Masked #2”
Screen print
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“Masked #3”
Screen print
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• For

the three dimensional work, I wanted to
accentuate the masking off of color that I saw in the
prints and create a sense of depth.

•I

made a form with chicken wire and covered it in
paper that I screen printed. Then I covered it with a
light, neutral colored fabric.

•I

lit this work from the underside which illuminated
the colors and produced a glowing affect.

• The

bends in the form gave the piece curves and
divots which produced the illusion of depth.
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“Color Mass”
chicken wire, screen
print, and fabric
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“Color Mass”
detail
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• This

sculptural work, was the first time that I
attempted to bring the print and the sculpture
together.

• Although

my first sculpture was composed of
prints, it was very painterly.

• In

this piece I worked to create an object with mass
an volume.
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CONCLUSIONS
•I

began thinking that the way I would create a relationship
between two dimensional and three dimensional work would
be by bringing similar forms through the linked pieces.

• This

is what I had observed in the work of artists I admire
such as Richard Serra and Joel Shapiro.

Richard Serra
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CONCLUSION CONTINUED
• However, as

I began my research I realized that the work that I
was doing was rooted in process and technique. (i.e. Split
Fountain and Bent Lamination).

• Consequently, it

was difficult to force a connection between
the work that was driven by formal qualities or imagery.

•

Therefore, I decided to create a link between the work in the
process. In my sculptures I worked to create fluid elements
that mirrored the fluidity of the ink on the paper.

• Likewise, in

my sculptural work, I considered the process that I
used and love and worked to illustrate them in my prints.
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